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Associate Performance Appraisal Form 
 

 
 

Associate Name: _______________________________________________ 

 
 

Current Position: _____________________________ Date: _____ / _____ / _____ 
(Home Department)        (Form Issued) 

 

Rating Scale:   
1 = Consistently Meets (or Exceeds) the Expectations required in this position 
2 = Needs Improvement; performance is inconsistent 
3 = Does Not Meet Expectations of minimum requirements or only occasionally 
  
Use this scale to rate employee’s performance in specific areas identified below: 
 

Attendance 
[    ]  Time Clock/Schedule Management 
Consistently is on time and ready to work at the start of shift and after breaks; requires no start-up time. 
[    ]  Availability/Absence 
Maintains open availability and always provides proper notification or advance notice for absence or tardiness. 
 

Conduct 
[    ]  Customer Service 
Listens, identifies, and responds quickly and effectively to internal and external customers’ needs and sets work activities 
accordingly; goes beyond what is expected and follows up to ensure customer satisfaction. 
[    ]  Teamwork/Collaboration 
Successfully works with others to achieve desired results; contributes to team projects; exchanges ideas, opinions; helps prevent, 

resolve conflicts; develops positive working relationships; is flexible, open-minded; promotes mutual respect. 
[    ]  Communication 
Effectively conveys and receives ideas, information and directions; seeks to clarify and confirm the accuracy of their 

understanding of unfamiliar or vague terms and instructions; listens effectively; demonstrates good verbal and written 

communication. 
 

Performance 
[    ]  Job Knowledge 
Consider degree of job knowledge relative to length of time in the current position.  Consider the individual’s efforts to learn new 

skills and maintain up-to-date job related information.  Applies technical and procedural know-how to get the job done; 
understands job duties and responsibilities; has necessary job skills and knowledge; understands and promotes department 

mission and values; keeps informed of the latest developments in the area of specialty; monitors events which impact functional 

areas. 
[    ]  Planning and Organizing 
Develops realistic plans; balances short and long-term goals; uses time and resources effectively prioritizes duties in a manner 

consistent with organizational objectives and emergencies; meets deadlines and follows through; requests assistance when 

necessary to complete duties. 
[    ]  Problem Solving 
Anticipates and prevents problems; defines problems, identifies solutions; overcomes obstacles; helps team solve problems. 
[    ]  Quality of Work 
Demonstrates accuracy, thoroughness, and reliability; manages time and priorities; develops and follows work procedures. 
[    ]  Quantity of Work/Productivity 
Maintains fair work load; takes on additional responsibilities as needed; manages priorities; develops and follows work 
procedures; completes assignments on time, safely and to specifications. 
 

 

[ ] Periodic Evaluation 

[ ] New Associate 

[ ] New Position 
[ ] Per Agreement 
[ ] Other __________ 
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Strengths and Opportunities 

 
I.  Opportunity:  Identify specific area(s) of opportunity for improvement, growth and/or training: 

(Please identify at least one.) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II.  Strengths:  Identify specific area(s) of strength and/or positive contribution: 

(Please identify at least one.) 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

III.  Associate/Evaluator/H.R. Comments:  Enter any comments you wish to make about 

this appraisal:  (Not required.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
* Please Note:  Associate Signature, Evaluator Signature (Immediate Supervisor) and H.R Initials do not 
signify mutual agreement with the appraisal.  They simply indicate that each has participated formally 
in the appraisal process. 

  

 

 
___________________________________ _______ / ________ / _______ ______________ 
Associate Signature      Date    H.R. Initials 

* Required if Competed by Associate   
 
  
___________________________________ _______ / ________ / _______ ______________ 

Evaluator Signature      Date    H.R. Initials 
* Required if Completed by Evaluator 
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